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The Art of Memory (Frances Yates: Selected Works)Routledge, 1999
"Once in a very great while, historical scholarship produces a book which makes one immediately begin re-thinking many of one's major suppositions about the thought systems of the past. Professor Yates has given us such a book."--Norman D. Hinton, The Modern Schoolman   
       

The Art of...
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Literary Texts and the Greek HistorianRoutledge, 2000
This original survey explores the ways in which non-historical texts as well as historical ones can be used to construct Greek historical accounts.

Funding bodies used to be more relaxed, and when I became a graduate student I was admitted to research on ‘Greek literature and/or Roman history’. That capacious definition more...
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Silk: Trade and Exchange along the Silk Roads between Rome and China in Antiquity (Ancient Textiles Series)Oxbow Books, 2017

	"Already in Greek and Roman antiquity a vibrant series of exchange relationships existed between the Mediterranean regions and China, including the Indian subcontinents along well-defined routes we call the Silk Roads. Among the many goods that found their way from East to West and vice versa were glass, wine, spices, metals like iron,...
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The Rough Guide to Sicily 7 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2008

	Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Sicily. Written by authors with over twenty years’ experience in travelling around Sicily, the book covers every region and offshore island. The full-colour section introduces Sicily’s highlights, from the slopes of Mount Etna to alfresco dining in Palermo. With informed accounts...
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Multi-criteria Decision Analysis: Methods and SoftwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	People face making decisions both in their professional and private lives. A manager

	in a company, for example, may need to evaluate suppliers and develop partnerships

	with the best ones. A household may need to choose an energy supplier for their

	family home. Students cannot ignore university rankings. Often candidates for a job...
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Tales of the Barbarians: Ethnography and Empire in the Roman WestJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Tales of the Barbarians traces the creation of newmythologies in the wake of Roman expansion westward to theAtlantic, and offers the first application of modern ethnographictheory to ancient material.


	* Investigates the connections between empire and knowledge atthe turn of the millennia, and the creation of new histories in...
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Red Hat Linux 9 Professional SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This ultimate under-the-hood guide to Red Hat Linux 9 takes the reader beyond obvious information about this complicated OS, revealing hidden features, tricks and alternate methods not easily found elsewhere.

It takes an expert to unlock the deepest secrets of Red Hat Linux 9–to show you what’s really under the hood and how...
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Sacred and Public Land in Ancient Athens (Oxford Classical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Landed wealth was crucial for the economies of all Greek city-states and, despite its peculiarities, Athens was no exception in that respect. This monograph is the first exhaustive treatment of sacred and public - in other words the non-private - real property in Athens. Following a survey of modern scholarship on the topic, Papazarkadas...
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Big Data SMACK: A Guide to Apache Spark, Mesos, Akka, Cassandra, and KafkaApress, 2016

	Learn how to integrate full-stack open source big data architecture and to choose the correct technologyâ€•Scala/Spark, Mesos, Akka, Cassandra, and Kafkaâ€•in every layer. 


	Big data architecture is becoming a requirement for many different enterprises. So far, however, the focus has largely been on collecting,...
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Saints of Ninth- and Tenth-Century Greece (Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library)Harvard University Press, 2019

	
		Saints of Ninth- and Tenth-Century Greece collects funeral orations, encomia, and narrative hagiography. Together, these works illuminate one of the most obscure periods of Greek history?when holy men played central roles as the Byzantine administration reimposed control on southern and central Greece in the wake of Avar,...
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30-Second Nutrition: The 50 most significant food-related facts, each explained in half a minuteIvy Press, 2019

	If you only have 30 seconds, there is time – using this book – to bone  up on how to eat well. We’re served a daily diet of food facts, fads and often far-fetched claims for what we put on our plates, which makes it difficult to distinguish healthy from harmful. With obesity, heart disease,...
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The Archaeology of Household ActivitiesRoutledge, 1999
There were a number of chapters I thought were exceptionally well written and researched... valuable reading for all classical and historic archaeologists unfamiliar with Schiffer's work or with prehistoric archaeology, where point pronveniencing, object functions, use of space, and similar foci are routine. Others will enjoy reading Chapters 3 and...
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